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Price Pull back  possible for Gold  this week 

COMEX Gold corrected by 0.15% to settle at $ 1323.6 per troy ounce. Gold saw minor correction 

Headlines so far ………

.
during the week. The prices of Gold settled lower after a week that started on a promising note. 
The new home sales data from the US was a major reason why Gold saw some correction 
towards the end of the week ending 28 February 2014.
Gold for April delivery, the most actively traded contract, dropped $10.20 or 0.8% to close at 
$1,321.60 an ounce on the Comex division of the New York Mercantile Exchange on Friday.
Holdings of SPDR Gold Trust, the world's largest gold-backed exchange-traded fund, remained 
unchanged at 803.70 tons from previously. Eurozone inflation remained unchanged in 
Febr ar  lo ering the press re on the central bank to take action at the polic  meeting ne t February, lowering the pressure on the central bank to take action at the policy meeting next 
week to overcome fears of deflation.

MCX Gold futures edged up on a weak Rupee even as the global prices slipped amid persistent 
profit selling pressure. The metal had surged Last Week  on the back of a climb in weekly US 
jobless claims and decline in monthly durable goods orders. The unrest in Ukraine is also 
supporting the metal. However, traders resorted to profit selling ahead of the weekend and 
pulled the metal down yet again from its four-month highs. Rupee hovers around its one-week 

However, traders need to keep an eye on the rupee this week. At 4.7 per cent, third quarter 
GDP growth has come lower than expected. This was announced after the market close on 

low of 62.20 against the US dollar. MCX Gold futures Settled at  30090 In chart this Week 
Support is Seen at 29840 followed below 29600 and  Resistance is at last week’s high 30400 

MCX silver futures were down 2.3 and closed at 46,362/100 gm, though intra-week it hit a 
high of 48,343. The rupee gained against the US dollar and checked gains on bullion 
contracts. It ended at 61.75 against the dollar from 62.05 last week.
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Friday and currency traders will take note of this in Monday’s trade.
Cues to watch India’s fiscal deficit for the 10 months till January 2014 has overshot 
estimates given by the Finance Minister in the vote-on-account two weeks back for FY14. 
There is little chance of the Government rolling back import restrictions on gold for now.
Despite gold moving past a few key resistances (at $1,300 and $1,333), there is strong 
likelihood of a pull-back.
Physical buying of gold in China — the world’s largest gold consumer last year — has slowed. 
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Premium on Shanghai Gold Exchange is reported to have fallen after the Chinese New Year.
With yuan plummeting against the dollar gold prices are up in yuan terms. This could be a 
reason why Chinese buyers are keeping away from gold.

This  week will be action packed. On Thursday, March 6, the ECB’s policy meeting is 
scheduled. Any key decision by the ECB could impact the euro, consequently the dollar, and 
also gold. On the same day, the jobless claims data of the US will also be released. On Friday, 
the month’s non-farm payrolls, unemployment rate and worker’s hourly earnings are due for 
announcement in the US.
Economic developments over the next few weeks would be free of distortions from cold 
weather and will be important in deciding the Fed Reserve’s move in the meeting on March 19. 
Also, watch for developments in Ukraine, if protests continue, gold may see some haven 
demand
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.Copper Vulnerable On China Lending Norms

COMEX Copper settled lower at $ 3.2325 on Friday. Copper undertone is turning weak 
for coming sessions. The negative vibes from China is turning the metal on its head. 
Chinese banks are going strict on the property developers and have stopped the lending. 
China accounts for more than 40 percent of global consumption of copper.
Commitment of Traders report released on 18 February 2014 showed that the short 
positions were squared by the fund managers, and a minor shift was made towards the 
rise in Copper. Money managers declined their short positions, as per the Commitment 
of Traders (COT) reportof Traders (COT) report.
The week ending 18 February 2014 by Commitment of Traders (COT) has shown that 
the long positions of Copper were up by 778 contracts to 32313 contracts from 31535 
contracts compared on 11 February 2014. The week saw decrease of 6108 contracts in 
short positions of the money managers. The total short positions declined to 41218 
contracts on 18 February from 47326 contracts on 11 February 2014. The net positions of 
money managers were in favor of short positions by 8905 contracts from 15791 contracts 
on week ending 11 February 2014, down 43.6%.

Crude Oil Ends At $ 102.59 Per Barrel

o ee e d g eb ua y 0 4, do 43 6%
In MCX Copper settled lower at 440.20  this is a Low closing after oct.10  2013   support 
is seen at 435 and resistance is at 446 for this week our Bias remains bearish for the 
week   

Light Sweet Crude Oil futures for April delivery  gained $0 19 or 0 2 percent on Friday to 

.

Light Sweet Crude Oil futures for April delivery, gained $0.19 or 0.2 percent on Friday to 
close at $102.59 a barrel on the New York Mercantile Exchange. Crude prices for April 
delivery scaled a high of $102.91 a barrel intraday and a low of $101.80.
The consumer sentiments data from the US encouraged the prices of Crude Oil. 
Meanwhile, the rise in the retail sales of Germany managed to curb some negative 
sentiments from fourth quarter GDP numbers from the US.
U.S. GDP expanded at a 2.4% in the fourth quarter, down from the 3.2% growth reported 
last month and the 4.1% logged in the third quarter. On positive side from Europe, 
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Germany's retail sales grew at the fastest pace in seven years in January, staging a strong 
recovery from the slump in the final month of 2013.

In MCX Crudeoil Moved in Range of 6421 to 6371 and settled at 6371 per barrel   this 
week Support is at lastweek’s low 6275 and Resistance is at 6450 
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WEEKLY  DAILY  TECHNICAL TABLE

S TREND TREND LL 
TREND

GOLD 29847 29600 30367 30643 SELL @ 30246  S/L ABVE 
30310(ON A CLOSING 
BASIS)  T/P 29800

SILVER 46570 45870 48580 49888 SELL  @ 47940 S/L ABV 
48400(ON A CLOSING 
BASIS)  T/P  46200

COPPER 437 434 446 452 SELL @ 443.40  S/L ABV 
446.50 (ON A CLOSING 
BASIS)  T/P 435 

ZINC 126.60 124.30 130.20 131.85 SELL @ 129.75 S/L ABVE 
131  T/P  126

LEAD 130 128.30 133.40 135 SELL @ 132.90 S/L ABV 
134(ON A CLOSING 
BASIS)  T/P 128

ALUMINIU
M

105.55 103.90 108.85 110.50 SELL @ 108.15 S/L ABV 
109(ON A CLOSING 
BASIS)   T/P  104

NICKEL 887 865 922 935 SELL @ 918.60 S/L ABV 
925(ON A CLOSING 
BASIS)   T/P 888

CRUDEOI
L

6290 6209 6437 6502 BUY @ 6315 S/L BELOW 
6275(ON A CLOSING 
BASIS) T/P  6450

NGAS 242 196 369 449 SELL @ 322.80 S/L ABV 
335   T/P  250

$SPOT
GOLD

1314 1302 1342 1357 SELL @ 1334.40 S/L 
ABVE 1345  T/P 1310

$SPOT
SILVER

20.70 20.24 21.95 22.67 SELL @ 21.57 S/L ABV 
21.90  T/P  20.60 

$CRUDEO
IL  NYMEX

101.40 100 103.70 104.70 BUY @ 102.03 S/L  
BELOW 101.30 T/P 104
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